OUR MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the ATOD Program is to educate students about the potential negative consequences of drug and alcohol use and/or abuse. Through innovative programming, peer education, campus outreach, and community collaborations, the ATOD Program serves to create a harm-free environment in which students can achieve their academic goals and acquire skills necessary for life-long success.

GOALS:
The ATOD Program strives to create a campus climate that:
- Reduces harm to all CSULB students
- Encourages dialogue about students’ behavior
- Facilitates skill-building and academic success
- Demonstrates the diversity and unique qualities to provide valuable University opportunities
ALCOHOL ON CAMPUS

Alcoholic beverages generally may only be consumed on the University premises that have been licensed by the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) or on other University premises at “approved group sponsored events”. Sponsors of such events must obtain written approval. Approval normally will be limited to events in such areas as the University Student Union, the Soroptimist House, or the Chartroom.

ALCOHOL IN THE RESIDENCE HALLS

Possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited in and around the Residence Halls. Containers that contain or contained an alcoholic beverage are not permitted in the Residence Halls. Residents are responsible for the conduct of their guests, and residents in the company of someone who is consuming or in possession of alcohol or alcohol containers in student rooms are also subject to campus Judicial action.

DRUGS ON CAMPUS

On campus property, the solicitation, sale, use, or knowing possession of dangerous drugs, restricted drugs, or narcotics as these terms are used in California statutes, are prohibited. Excepted are drugs lawfully prescribed, or lawfully permitted. However, use of marijuana, whether prescribed or otherwise, is prohibited on campus grounds and facilities. California State University, Long Beach enforces all drug laws in the University community. Violations of any of the above will result in legal sanctions, University sanctions, or both (California Health and Safety Code, Division 10, all including, Section 11357 through 11401).

TOBACCO ON CAMPUS

CSULB policy prohibits smoking or use of any device or product which simulates smoking:

- Inside buildings and courtyards.
- Within 20 feet of building entrances, windows and air intakes.
- Within 20 feet of the perimeter of Brotman Hall.
  - Anywhere along the walking thoroughfare that leads from the Main Library
  - to the escalator on the west side of the University Student Union.
  - Within posted no-smoking areas.
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We are here for you!
If you or a friend need help, here are some resources you can count on!

- **ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS**
  AA meetings are strictly confidential and open to all students at CSULB. The meetings are held weekly in the Student Health Center. For the schedule, please visit our website.

- **QUIT NOW! SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM**
  Thinking about quitting? Contact our office to get a QUIT KIT that can help you begin your quit smoking plan back to health!

- **PAUSE BYSTANDER INTERVENTION**
  Prevention Awareness Uniting Students with Empowerment (PAUSE) seeks to actively train and empower individuals with knowledge and skills to effectively assist in the prevention of sexual assaults, intimate partner violence, and stalking at CSULB. This workshop offers students and staff the skills needed to be effective and supportive allies to survivors after an assault has taken place.

- **BEACH RECOVERY**
  CSULB is now home to a Collegiate Recovery Program, Beach Recovery. Beach Recovery is a University sanctioned and supported collegiate recovery program for students in recovery from addiction. There is support on campus if you are a student in recovery, seeking a sober college experience, or find yourself with questions or concerns as you begin your college career. Check us out at http://www.csulb.edu/divisions/students/atod/beachrecovery.htm

- **e-CHUG & e-TOKE**
  e-CHUG & e-TOKE are brief self-assessment tools that provide information about personal risk patterns, individual level of tolerance, family risk factors, harm reduction strategies, and access to local resources. Answers are strictly confidential and no identifiable information is stored. Check it out on our website!

Check out our website!

www.csulb.edu/atod

ATOD STEP 1-2-3 EDUCATION PLAN

In the event a student is cited for a violation or combination of violations of campus-related alcohol or drug policies, state laws or regulations, the student will be referred to the following:

**STEP 1**

When cited on campus for alcohol and drug violations for the first time, CSULB students are given a mandated appointment to attend and complete the ATOD Step 1 Mandatory Class. The ATOD Step 1 Mandatory Class is a three hour class that discusses responsible decision making, negative consequences of alcohol and drug use, and compliance with campus policy and regulations.

**STEP 2**

When cited on campus for a second policy violation, CSULB students having already attended the ATOD Step 1 Mandatory Class are given a mandated appointment with an experienced alcohol and drug counselor in the ATOD Program. This appointment provides a more detailed examination of the student's behavior and risks associated with alcohol and/or drug use. The ASSIST motivational interview assessment is utilized to identify the student's risk level and appropriate resources.

**STEP 3**

When cited on campus for a third alcohol and drug violation, CSULB students are referred to the Office of Judicial Affairs where appropriate action will be executed.

**Other sanctions may also be applied depending on the circumstance of the alcohol and/or drug violation.**

Check out our website!
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(CSULB Administrative Guidelines, June 2003; CSULB Academic Senate Resolution No. 880-03/EC; California Code of Regulations, Title 5, Section 42356)